
Introduction

On 8 December 2014, the French state signed a contract with the
American government to pay sixty million dollars to victims of the
Holocaust in the United States. The money was to be distributed to
the non-French Jews deported from France between 1942 and 1944 and
who had not yet received reparations from the French state. The French
would pay this lump sum which would subsequently be divided up by
Washington and distributed to the recipients, ‘hundreds of survivors,
spouses, children and heirs’. Each survivor would receive approximately
100,000 dollars.1

This highly mediatised agreement between the French and American
governments was the result of many years of debate around the role of the
French National Railway Company, the Société Nationale des Chemins de
fer Français (SNCF), in the Holocaust. Since the late 1990s, the SNCF
had been repeatedly accused by American lawyers and plaintiffs for its
role in the deportation of 76,000 Jews from France. This was not an
isolated phenomenon, however, since similar procedures were being
carried out in France itself: Kurt Werner Schaechter and the Lipietz
family had brought claims against the SNCF in the late 1990s and
mid-2000s. But the repeated attempts to bring the SNCF to trial in
America had escalated over the past decade, and by 2014 the SNCF
was facing serious economic sanctions as well as legal pursuits. Indeed,
when Americans decided to build new high-speed railway trains in
certain states in the late 2000s, the SNCF saw itself actively excluded
from all potential economic activity. Legislators in California, Florida,
Maryland and New York were vocally criticising the SNCF, claiming
that it was ‘an affront’ to Holocaust survivors for this company ‘to bid on
projects funded by tax revenues from some of the very victims it

1
‘La France va verser 60millions de dollars aux victimes américaines de la Shoah’,Le Figaro,
5 Dec. 2014, www.lefigaro.fr/societes/2014/12/05/20005–20141205ARTFIG00353-la-
france-va-verser-60-millions-d-euros-aux-victimes-americaines-de-la-shoah.php.
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deported’.2 Guillaume Pepy, the Chairman of the SNCF, tried to
appease these tensions in 2010 and 2011 by issuing formal regrets in
both America and France in regards to the SNCF’s actions during the
war.3 However, the pressure from American lawyers, legislators and
victims continued. In 2013, a bill – the Holocaust Rail Justice Act –

was submitted to the United States Congress to make it legally possible
to sue the SNCF in American courts for its actions during the Second
World War.4 Until then, all legal claims against the SNCF had been
rebuffed in American courts due to issues of national sovereignty.
Although this bill did not pass, it added to the on-going tensions between
Americans, the French and the SNCF over Holocaust reparations.

By paying sixty million dollars in reparations, the French government
was putting an end to over fifteen years of relentless attacks against the
SNCF for its role in the Holocaust. Indeed, part of the agreement behind
this payment was that all attempts to either bring the SNCF to trial in
America or to prevent the SNCF from bidding for high-speed rail con-
tracts – which could potentially amount to billions of dollars for the
French company – would cease. Yet this settlement also acknowledged
an important fact which for years had been disputed by the American
lawyers, legislators and victims involved in the affair: that the SNCF was
not responsible for the deportations of Jews fromFrance, that it had been a
company acting on behalf of the French government at the time. The fact
that it was the French government who paid the sixty million dollars, and
not the SNCF, thus confirmed that the responsibility for the deportations
lay not with the railway company itself, but with the French state.

This recent agreement fits into a longer story of what I will now refer to
as the SNCF affair. The affair goes beyond these American disputes and
resonates strongly with France’s own memory problems.5 After the Liber-
ation of France in 1944, the history of the cheminots (French railway
workers) was discussed through the lens of postwar myths and ideological
struggles. In René Clément’s film La Bataille du Rail (1945), the story of
French railway workers sabotaging German railroads was framed in a
broader discourse of French resistance and martyrdom. This threw the
cheminots at the heart of the Resistance myth, and they were often

2
‘High Speed Rail Interests & Legislative Hurdles’, Coalition for Holocaust Rail Justice,
http://holocaustrailvictims.org/learn-the-issues/high-speed-rail-interests/.

3 Hugo Schofield, ‘SNCF apologises for role in WWII deportations’, BBC News, 13 Nov.
2010, www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-11751246; Maïa de la Baume, ‘French
Railway Formally Apologizes to Holocaust Victims’, New York Times, 25 Jan. 2011,
www.nytimes.com/2011/01/26/world/europe/26france.html?_r=0.

4 HolocaustRail JusticeAct,H.R. 1505,www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/hr1505/text.
5 The affair will be discussed in greater detail in the Epilogue of this book.
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mentioned in passing as great saboteurs in accounts of this period.6 The
brilliant historians Rod Kedward, Jean-Louis Crémieux-Brilhac andM. R.
D. Foot all commented on the cheminots’ usefulness in the fight against
the Germans, but a lack of in-depth analysis only further upheld this heroic
image.7 Only two works, both authored by ex-cheminot resisters, Paul
Durand (1968) and Maurice Choury (1970), examined the 1939–45
period specifically. But while Durand and Choury made valuable points,
their sweeping statements about the heroic and patriotic nature of chemi-
not identity and activity was seriously tainted by postwar Resistance myths.
Durand, a Gaullist corporatist, argued that the SNCF as a whole had
resisted the Germans, whilst Choury, a fervent communist who had
authored other works on communist resistance under Vichy, argued that
only the communists had actually resisted within the SNCF.

By the late-twentieth century, however, the heroic image of the
cheminot resister was being actively challenged. In the early 1980s, a
few scholars began to ask some uncomfortable questions over the role of
French railway workers in the Jewish deportations: if cheminots had been
so involved in sabotaging German transports, why had they never sabo-
taged the Jewish deportation trains?8 The question was never really
picked up beyond the works of Michael Marrus, Robert Paxton and
Annie Kriegel, although two little-known films released in 1984 and
1998 told the story of a cheminot suffering from an internal, moral crisis
as he remembered his involvement in the Jewish deportations.9 The
pivotal moment came in the 1990s when the SNCF was charged for
crimes against humanity first in France and then in the United States.
Since then, the SNCF has seen a wave of criticism and accusation, not
least in non-academic studies often written by journalists which have
reinforced Manichean interpretations of its role in the Holocaust.10

6 Coralie Immelé discusses this in detail in ‘Le regard des historiens de la Résistance sur
l’engagement des cheminots (1944–1997)’, in Les cheminots dans la Résistance, une histoire
en évolution, Revue d’Histoire des Chemins de Fer, n�34 (Spring, 2006) 39–49.

7 H. R. Kedward, In Search of the Maquis rural resistance in Southern France, 1942–1944
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003, c1993) 61–70. See also Jean-Louis Crémieux-Brilhac,
Les Français de l’an 40, vol. 2 (Paris: Gallimard, 1990) 326–9; Michael R. D. Foot, SOE
in France: An Account of the Work of the British Special Operations Executive in France
1940–1944 (London: Frank Cass, 2004) 158.

8 Michael Marrus and Robert Paxton, Vichy France and the Jews (New York: Basic Books,
c1981) 331; Annie Kriegel, Réflexion sur les questions juives (Paris: Hachette, 1984).

9 Gare de la Douleur (1984), dir. Henri Jouf; Je suis vivante et je vous aime (1998), dir. Roger
Kahane. Michel Ionascu, Cheminots et cinéma: le représentation d’un groupe social dans le
cinéma et l’audiovisuel français (Paris: L’Harmattan, c2001) 65–6.

10 Raphaël Delpard, Les convois de la honte: enquête sur la SNCF et la déportation
(1941–1945) (Neuilly-sur-Seine: Michel Lafon, c2005); Françoise Laborde, Ca va
mieux en le disant (Paris: J’ai lu, 2008) 95–6; Françoise Laborde, Une histoire qui fait du
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The SNCF and the Association pour l’Histoire des Chemins de Fer Fran-
çais (AHICF) soon realised the urgent need for a historical re-evaluation
of its role in 1940–44, and Christian Bachelier, a discreet and thorough
Vichy historian from the Institut d’Histoire du Temps Présent, was commis-
sioned to write a new history of the SNCF during the Second World
War. Bachelier spent four years sifting through the historical documents,
and in 1996 he released the Bachelier Report, which is almost one
thousand pages long, and is available on the internet. Despite being an
invaluable source, the report is extremely difficult to read: it is less of a
coherent narrative, and more of a collection of notes separated into
neatly divided topics and sub-topics. The online version of the report
also has a clunky format which is not at all user-friendly.

The railway community has responded to this new line of enquiry that
casts a dark shadow over their previously glowing historical image.
Following Guillaume Pepy’s regrets (for the SNCF’s involvement in
the Holocaust) at the Bobigny memorial in France on 25 January 2011,
cheminot trade unions were especially quick to recall the widespread
cheminot resistance during the Occupation. The cheminot branch of
the Confédération Générale du Travail (CGT), France’s biggest trade
union, declared that it was necessary to ‘understand the difference
between the level of German presence within the SNCF, the collabor-
ation of certain cheminots and the fact that a large part of the company
resisted’. The railway section of the Union nationales des syndicats auton-
omes (UNSA-cheminots), which is the other big trade union presence
within the railway milieu, stated that ‘the necessary historical inquiry
unto the company’s role in the war must not lead us to forget the
cheminots’ courageous involvement in the fight against the Nazis’.11

Only a year earlier, when I was invited to give a talk at the Musée de la
Résistance et de la Déportation de Picardie in Tergnier in 2010 to discuss the
history of resistance and deportation in the SNCF, I was greeted by a
mixture of applause and criticism. Tergnier was an old railway town, and
many cheminots and/or their children were present in the audience of
about one hundred people. Whilst some were grateful that I was opening
up such a sensitive topic, others were less impressed. Recalling the
experiences of their fathers and/or grandfathers, they accused me of
ignoring the obvious fact that cheminots had been resisters of the first

bruit (Paris: Fayard, 2011); Alain Lipietz, La SNCF et la Shoah: le procès G. Lipietz contre
État et SNCF (Paris: les Petits Matins, 2011); Jean-Pierre Richardot, SNCF. Héros et
salauds pendant l’Occupation (Cherche Midi, 2012).

11
‘SNCF/Shoah: ne pas oublier ‘l’héroisme des cheminots’, selon les syndicats’,
L’Humanité, 26 Jan. 2011. www.humanite.fr/26_01_2011-sncfshoah-ne-pas-oublier-lh
%C3%A9ro%C3%AFsme-des-cheminots-selon-les-syndicats-463307.
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hour. The letter I received a few days later – signed by several members
of the community – further confirmed their reluctance to hear anything
aside from a glowing review of cheminot resistance.12

An important, if small, literature has emerged around the cheminots,
readjusting to some extent theManichean approaches to cheminot history
in the SecondWorldWar. Articles by several French historians –including
Georges Ribeill and Christian Chevandier, leading experts on French
railway history – have concentrated on cheminots’ resistance experiences,
giving new insights into their methods of protest and disobedience.13

Another area of focus has been cheminots’ involvement in the Forced
Labour Service, the Service du Travail Obligatoire (STO),14 whilst the
AHICF has been particularly active in tracing railway history between
1939 and 1945. It has published a series of journals on cheminots during
the Second World War, as well as conducting a series of interviews with
ex-cheminots.15 In 2000 it organised an international colloquium on the
SNCF in 1939–45, presided by Henry Rousso. From the perspecive of the
deportations, Holocaust historians have also added to existing literature
and presented new approaches to cheminot history.16

12 I discussed this event in a conference paper inChicago. Accepted for publication, Ludivine
Broch, ‘The SNCFAffair: Trains, theHolocaust andDividedMemories of Vichy France’,
in Lessons and Legacies XII (Northwestern Univerity Press, expected Nov. 2016).

13 Jean-Yves Boursier, La Résistance dans le Jovinien et le groupe Bayard: mémoire et
engagement (Joigny: Groupement Jovinien Bayard, 1993); Christian Chevandier, ‘La
résistance des cheminots: primat de la fonctionnalité plus qu’une réelle spécificité’, Le
Mouvement social, 180 (Jul.–Sept., 1997) 147–58; Georges Ribeill, ‘Les Cheminots face à
la lutte armée: les différenciations sociologiques de l’engagement résistant’ in François
Marcot, ed., La Résistance et les Français, lutte armée et maquis (Annales littéraires de
l’Université de Franche-Comté, 1996) 71–81; Serge Wolikow, ‘Syndicalistes cheminots
et images de la Résistance’ in Une entreprise pendant la guerre: la SNCF 1939–1945 (Paris,
Assemblée Nationale, 21–22 Jun. 2000); Laurent Douzou, ‘La résistance des cheminots,
un champ ouvert à la recherche’ in Une entreprise pendant la guerre: la SNCF 1939–1945
(Paris, Assemblée Nationale, 21–22 Jun. 2000).

14 Laurence Bour, ‘La réquisition des cheminots pour le travail en Allemagne. L’apport des
archives de la SNCF’ in Christian Chevandier and Jean-Claude Dumas, eds., Travailler
dans les entreprises françaises sous l’Occupation (Besançon: Presses universitaires de
Franche-Comté, 2008) 131–5; Marie-Noëlle Polino, ‘La réquisition des cheminots
pour le travail en Allemagne. Une étude de cas’ in Chevandier and Dumas, eds., Les
entreprises françaises sous l’occupation (2007) 155–74.

15 A full list of the publications by the Association pour l’Histoires des Chemins de fer
Français is available on their website: www.ahicf.com/les-publications-de-l-ahicf.html.

16 Jochen Guckes, ‘Le rôle des chemins de fer dans la déportation des Juifs de France’ in
Revue d’histoire de la Shoah, Le Monde Juif, 165 (Jan.–Apr. 1999) 29–110; Denis
Peschanski, La France des camps: L’internement, 1938–1946 (Paris: Gallimard, 2002)
332–4; Annette Wieviorka, ‘La Shoah, la SNCF et le juge’, L’Histoire, 316 (Jan. 2007);
Georges Ribeill, ‘SNCF et Déportations’, Historail, 4 (2008); Jean-Marc Dreyfus and
Sarah Gensburger, Nazi Labour Camps in Paris: Austerlitz, Lévitan, Bassano, Jul. 1943–
Aug. 1944 (New York: Berghahn Books, 2011).
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When the research for this book began in 2006, it aimed to better
understand these divided memories over cheminot history which seemed
to mirror France’s own ‘Vichy syndrome’ in the late-twentieth century.
Why had the SNCF’s role in the Holocaust been silenced for so long?
How had cheminot sabotage been mythologised over the years, and how
much truth lay behind this myth? What archives were now available to
allow us to understand the role of railways and railway workers in the
deportation of 76,000 Jews? As Marrus and Paxton asked in 1981: why
had cheminots not sabotaged the Jewish convoys? Whilst doing research
in archives, however, I became aware of a growing need to look beyond
these commemorative barriers and really understand the community of
railway workers itself. A new set of questions thus emerged: What kind
of pressures had the SNCF come under during the Occupation? What
did everyday life look like for the cheminots? To what extent was their
experience during this period tied to class struggle? This book, the final
product of years of research and writing, is a combination of both
approaches. Indeed, one cannot do away completely with the familiar
categories of collaboration, resistance and deportation which had initially
shaped my enquiry – these are far too entwined in the history of the
cheminots/Vichy France to be completely discarded, and they remain
useful tools of analysis. Rather, these categories need to be revisited and
expanded. In doing so, one uncovers a more textured history of the
Occupation that has to do not only with resistance and deportation, but
also with theft, class struggle and wartime economic pressures.

The railway and working-class archives were particularly rich in mater-
ial. First, there were the SNCF archives in Le Mans, where a very large
quantity of railway archives had been centralised over the years. Held in
one of the warehouses near the Le Mans railway centre, it contains vast
amounts of boxes detailing the history of the Central and Regional
Services, as well as SNCF Personnel. The archives there mostly offer a
top-down perspective, allowing us to understand the personnel and
material concerns of the Direction. Yet some collections – the reports
on cheminots’ impressions of working in Germany, the South-West
disciplinary records, the collection of anti-national tracts – offer valuable
insight into the everyday lives of the cheminots. Moreover, the archives in
Le Mans contain every issue of Notre Métier and Renseignements Hebdo-
madaires, the SNCF’s official paper before and during the Occupation.
The SNCF archives in Béziers hold individual personnel files, and these
are particularly useful when looking for specific names. The pension
reports filed in these dossiers are often very revealing. Aside from con-
taining a fantastic library of works on the French railways, the AHICF in
Paris has a unique collection of cheminot memoirs and interviews.

6 Ordinary Workers, Vichy and the Holocaust
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Meanwhile, the Archives nationales du monde du travail (ANMT) in
Roubaix contain a wealth of material on working-class communities in
France, not least on railways before 1939 and the creation of working-
class and railway cities – the cites ouvrières and cites cheminotes. There was
also some fascinating files relating to the pre-1938 disciplinary cases in
the era of private railway companies, but also to the strikes and purges in
the postwar period.

A lot of the research for this book also took place in Paris itself. The
Second World War collection in the National Archives (AN) is well
known, and it contains a plethora of materials on railways and railway
workers during this period. Some of the most interesting include Paul
Durand’s collection of over one hundred cheminot postwar testimonies
which were all examined thoroughly for this research. There is also an
abundance of material on resistance networks and sabotage during this
period, not least on Résistance-Fer, the controversial railway resistance
‘network’. The AN also had an almost complete collection of the
monthly meetings between the Ministry of Transports and the SNCF
for much of the period of the Occupation, as well as valuable sources on
the deportation and transfer of Jews and non-Jews during the Occupa-
tion. The Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BNF) contains a collection of
a cheminot right-winged review from the 1930s which certainly merits
further exploration. In order to gain better insight into the deportations,
the Centre de Documentation Juive Contemporaine (CDJC) contains many
documents in German about the organisation of transports from the
Occupied Zone to the camps, and is a necessary source when attempting
to trace the Jewish personnel in the SNCF. The Fondation pour la
Mémoire de la Déportation (FMD) also contains dozens of unpublished
memoirs of non-Jewish but also some Jewish deportees who recorded
their experiences, almost all of which mention their experience during
the railway deportations themselves, even if briefly, giving great insight
into the diversity of experiences.

Going to departmental and municipal archives helped to supplement a
lot of the material I had already gathered at this stage. The archives in
Aix-en-Provence, Marseille, Toulouse and Foix allowed me to collect
some very diverse material, not least on local attitudes and behaviour,
sometimes beyond the railway community. Local incidents including
strikes, shortages and non-Jewish deportation trains showed the diversity
of life under the Occupation. Looking at the archives of the internment
camps in South-West France did not, however, really reveal anything
new about the role of the SNCF in the transfer and deportation of Jews.
Finally, carrying out a dozen interviews myself with ex-cheminots all
across France allowed me to hear the voices of these men. This was
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fundamental for two reasons: first, I needed to become better acquainted
with this community, and seeing them in their homes, first hand, allowed
me to truly appreciate the uniqueness of the railway milieu. Second, their
memories and their stories help to distinguish the individual from the
collective in this study. The personnel at theMusée de la Résistance et de la
Déportation en Picardie in Tergnier was especially helpful in helping me
locate and interview ex-cheminots.

Based on these sources, Ordinary Workers busts the myths of cheminot
resistance and collaboration in the Holocaust. This is not to say that
cheminots did not resist, nor that they were not facilitators in the Final
Solution. However, their history is more complicated than that. And in
the dawn of the twenty-first century, as the heated and passionate debates
around Vichy memory are beginning to die down, it is becoming possible
to revisit the history of this period without getting completely entangled
into the politics of the past. This book thus tells the story of the chemi-
nots during the German Occupation of France between 1940 and 1944
in eight chapters and one epilogue. It takes an overarching chronological
approach, starting with a history of the cheminots pre-1939 and ending
with an epilogue which explores the rise (and fall) of cheminot memory.
The seven chapters in between are slightly more thematic, exploring
topics of accommodation, resistance and deportation as well as everyday
life, cheminot professionalism and class struggle.

This book is based on three major arguments that aim to contribute not
only to existing scholarship, but also to amore public discussion of the role
of cheminots in the Second World War. First, cheminots were not all
resisters. Railway historians Chevandier and Ribeill have given a more
nuanced picture of cheminot resistance since the late 1990s, showing that
it was more scattered, circumstantial and individual than it was organised
or violent.17 However, by intertwining national and corporate archives
with oral histories and memoirs, and by looking back at nineteenth-
century professional traditions and identities, my research fully re-writes
the history of cheminot resistance. It explains that Résistance-Fer, still
considered the official cheminot resistance organisation under Vichy,
was only created after the war in 1945, and that there was never a real,
uniform cheminot resistance organisation. As for sabotage, cheminots had
refused to partake in industrial sabotage since the late- nineteenth century
because it destroyed their beloved railway machines and risked the lives of
colleagues and travellers alike. These feelings were still very much alive
under the Occupation, and few cheminots engaged in sabotage as a result

17 Christian Chevandier, ‘La résistance des cheminots’ (1997); Georges Ribeill, ‘Les
Cheminots face à la lutte armée’ (1996) 71–81.
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of this. Finally, as I explore hitherto unknown archives about employee
theft and re-examine cheminot clandestine press, my book argues that
cheminot resistance was not just about fighting the Germans, Vichy or the
fascist authorities: it was also about fighting the SNCF. Cheminot resist-
ance cannot, therefore, be explained by politics, corporatism or patriotism
alone: cheminots’ professional frustration was central to all forms of
defiance and protest. This points to a much longer class struggle between
workers and bosses, and to a shift in mentalities in the early 1940s. These
new approaches fit into a rich literature on resistance by French and
English-speaking historians alike.18 Their works are a strong reminder
that there is no longer a need to either embrace or reject a Resistance
myth – rather, it is possible to approach the topic of resistance from a
historical and more nuanced lens. Resistance studies are far from dead,
and can in fact offer new and exciting revelations about this period.

Second, the book argues that cheminots accommodated and collabor-
ated with Vichy. Until now, discussions of collaboration had focused on
the SNCF management. Yet sources in departmental, national and
company archives actually show that many blue-collar cheminots were
quick to accommodate to – and even eager to collaborate with – the
Germans and Vichy. This is largely because cheminots are far more
conservative than is often assumed. Under Vichy, ex-trade union leaders
joined the Vichy regime; small groups of right-wing cheminots hailed the
rise of Pétain; cheminots bonded with the German railwaymen over their
common professional interests. The list of purged cheminots from all
hierarchical levels further exemplifies their hitherto unknown ‘collabor-
ation’. German historians had previously shown how German workers
cooperated with the Nazi party and ideology19; in France, it is only in the
past few years that studies have examined working-class conservatism
and collaboration in the 1930s and 1940s.20 This study of the cheminots
is thus part of a new field of investigation.

18 Kedward, In Search of the Maquis (1993); Julien Blanc, Au commencement de la Résistance:
du côté du Musée de l’Homme 1940–1941 (Paris: Seuil, 2010); Sébatsien Albertelli, Les
services secrets du général de Gaulle: le BCRA, 1940–1944 (Paris: Perrin, 2009); Robert
Gildea, Fighters in the Shadows: A New History of the French Resistance (Harvard University
Press, 2015).

19 Detlev Peukert, Inside Nazi Germany: Conformity and Opposition in Everyday Life
(London: Batsford, 1987); Tim Mason, Nazism, Fascism and the Working Class
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).

20 Joe Starkey, ‘The Silent Minority: Working class Conservatism in Interwar France’ in
Ludivine Broch and Alison Carrol, eds., France in the Era Global Wars, 1914–1945:
Occupation, Politics, Empire and Entanglements (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014)
111–32; Jean-Pierre Le Crom, Syndicats, nous voilà!: Vichy et le corporatisme (Paris:
Editions de l’Atelier, 1995).
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Finally, Ordinary Workers highlights that the relationship between Jews
and cheminots, between the SNCF and the Final Solution, is far from
straightforward, and it argues that the SNCF was not only a cog in the
wheel of the Final Solution, but also that cheminots and SNCF directors
were not indifferent to the fate of the Jews. This book engages with
Holocaust history in three different ways. First, it outlines the SNCF’s
role in the Final Solution. Aside from the archival documents, it relied on
major works by railway as well as Holocaust historians.21 In doing so, it
clearly explains how the deportation convoys were organised and
financed in both the Free and Occupied Zones. This book also steps
away from the deportations to examine the question of the Jews who
worked for the SNCF. Indeed, recent studies have shown the value of
looking beyond camps and deportation, not least those by Claire Zalc
and Nicolas Marcot, which examines Jews in Lens, and by Jean-Marc
Dreyfus and Sarah Gensburger, which examines Jewish work camps
in Paris.22 By going through the SNCF’s personnel archives, I thus
uncovered a fascinating story of networks of survival, of Jewish accom-
modation with the Vichy regime, and of the possibilities but especially
limitations of bureaucratic ‘rescue’ and assistance. This approach offers a
different view of Jewish experiences under Vichy, inspired not least by
Daniel Lee’s recent work on Jewish youth which re-evaluates Jewish life
(and accommodation) under Vichy.23 Finally, the issue of Holocaust
memory looms large over this book. The memory of Vichy France is also
still a sensitive – if not burning – topic, and beyond Henry Rousso’s Vichy
Syndrome the recent works by Sarah Gensburger and Marc Olivier
Baruch show the fascinating tensions between history, memory and
politics in contemporary French society.24 Michael Marrus has in fact

21 Alfred Mierzejeski, The Most Valuable Asset of the Reich: A History of the German National
Railway, vol. 2, 1933–1945 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2000);
Ribeill, ‘SNCF et Déportations’ (2008); Christian Bachelier, La SNCF sous l’occupation
allemande, 1940–1944, rapport documentaire, 4 vols. (Paris: IHTP-CNRS, 1996); Raul
Hilberg, The Destruction of the European Jews, vol. 2. (London: Yale University Press,
2003, c1961); Renée Poznanski, Les Juifs en France pendant la Seconde Guerre mondiale
(Paris: Hachette Littératures, 1997, c1994); Tal Bruttmann, Au bureau des affaires juives:
l’administration française et l’application de la législation antisémite, 1940–1944 (Paris: Le
Découverte, 2006); Serge Klarsfeld, Vichy-Auschwitz: La ‘solution finale’ de la question
juive en France (Paris: Fayard, 2001, c1993).

22 Claire Zalc and Nicolas Mariot, Face à la persecution: 991 Juifs dans la guerre (Paris: Odile
Jacob: Fondation pour la mémoire de la Shoah, 2010); Dreyfus and Gensburger, Nazi
Labour Camps (2011).

23 Daniel Lee, Pétain’s Jewish Children: French Jewish Youth and the Vichy Regime,
1940–1942 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014).

24 Henry Rousso, The Vichy Syndrome, History and Memory in France since 1944
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991, c1987); Sarah Gensburger, Les
Justes de France: politiques publiques de a mémoire (Paris: Presses de la Fondation
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